Bill Cook, Publications Director: bcook@sciencesocieties. org; 608-268-4974 Sue Ernst, Managing Editor: sernst@sciencesocieties.org; 608-268-4965 Brett Holte, Submissions Manager: bholte@sciencesocieties. org; 608-268-3970 Danielle Lynch, Publications Systems Assistant: dlynch@ sciencesocieties.org; 608-268-4976 Outgoing Board Members. Thank you to the Editorial Board members who will complete a term of service at the end of 2016. Special thanks to those AEs who are ending terms at the end of 2016. Look for poster boards at the annual meeting with a "thank you" to the journal editorial board members who are finishing terms at the end of this year. The lists are a way to recognize the time and important contributions the editorial board makes to the journal, our profession, and our science.
Other Items.
(1) In 2016, headquarters staff implemented a "Publish with Us" campaign. The goal is to raise awareness about our publications with annual meeting presenters and encourage them to publish their research in our journals and books. We shared the preliminary annual meeting program with the journal and book editors and editors-in-chief and encouraged them to share the information with their editorial boards so that they could contact presenters regarding potential special sections, symposia, or book topics. We also communicated directly with meeting presenters regarding publishing with ACSESS. In addition, we created a "Why Publish with Us" webpage (https://dl.sciencesocieties.org/why-publish). In 2017, we will collect data on where presenters are publishing and will continue our outreach to potential authors. 
Editor's Report-Bill Raun
From 1 Jan. 2016 to 21 Dec. 2016. A total of 722 manuscripts have been submitted for possible publication this year. Our Technical Editors plus others have received 520 manuscripts. A total of 202 papers (28%) have been released before sending them to any of our editorial staff.
Our acceptance rate for 2016 is 37.5%. At present, the expectation is to have well over 750 submissions by the end of the year (650 in 2015).
We currently have 7 TEs and 72 AEs. The average number of papers that our TEs have handled thus far in 2016 is 65. The range has been 65 to 79. Results for manuscript submissions over the past 12 months are included in Table AJ6 . Our acceptance ratio continues to be right around 40% over this time period, with submissions increasing significantly over the last 12 months. The Impact Factor has increased slightly to 1.464 (1.441 in 2015) . The long-term trend has shown an increase.
Review times have been consistently lowered as electronic submissions have become commonplace and the software used to handle scientific papers has improved. Nonetheless, we should work to decrease review times as this can only help.
Thanks to all our Technical Editors and Associate Editors, and to the entire team at ASA Headquarters in Madison. Also, thanks to Sue Ernst and Brett Holte who have diligently worked to keep everything running and for John Guretzky's analysis and recommendations (Science Communications Editor). As noted last year, increased submissions coming from China and India have been noted. Their science is good, but most struggle with English grammar/communication.
When responding to authors that are submitting manuscripts to AJ, and where English is not their native language, ASA recommends several web sites that can be used to improve their paper. Language help: https://dl.sciencesocieties. org/publications/language-help; Style Manual: https:// dl.sciencesocieties.org/publications/style/.
In addition to these web sites, we recommend that they review the "Instructions to Authors." This has been available online for some time: https://dl.sciencesocieties.org/ publications/aj/instructions-to-authors.
Science Communications Report, 2016-Tracy Hmielowski
Magazine Promotion of Journal Content. Article promotion in the magazines (CSA News and Crops & Soils) includes the cover and feature stories, highlights, and short summaries Table AJ7 ). In general, all of the CSA News content promoting research is also posted to our Digital Library (DL) News site and subsequently posted to social media accounts (Facebook/ Twitter). Select features from Crops & Soils are also be posted to the DL News and social media. Much of this content is developed from recommendations provided by the journal Science Communication Editors (SCEs)/Editors.
Cover and feature stories -1,500 + words, typically cover multiple papers or perspective of several members.
Highlights -700 to 800 word summaries of individual papers, corresponding author interviewed.
Summary -approximately 200 words, typically written by the corresponding author.
Webtrends Tracking. Promoting content through social media drives the majority of the traffic to the DL News site. Using Webtrends Analytics (implemented in October 2015) we can track the number of visits to DL News stories, where visitors have come from, and their movement through the website.
For example, a feature story "Hydrologic impacts of thawing permafrost" which summarized a Vadose Zone Journal paper, was posted to the DL News 8/12/16. On the same day, this post was promoted through social media. Tracking the number of site visits to the DL News story for the month of August, we see that 40 of the documented 107 visits to the story occurred on 8/12. The next day (Saturday, 8/13) , approximately half as many visits occurred (19). Site visits on these two days accounted for 55% of the traffic to the DL News story in the month of August.
The number of visits to the abstract of the original story also show an increase in the days following the promotion on social media. Visits to the abstract page were less than 5 per day from August 1 to August 11, between August 12 and August 16 there were between 2 and 9 visits per day. New in 2016: Monthly Report. To share both how we are using recommendations and how content is promoted we are now sending SCE's and editors a monthly report. These brief summaries include where story ideas came from (SCE recommendation, meeting), the content developed (e.g., feature story, summary), and social media stats once content is promoted. Key numbers included in report:
• We had a very successful Editors' Conference in Madison where we discussed Open Access and Journal Impact Factor among other topics. The next conference will be in 2017, also in Madison.
We now have representatives across the globe working on our behalf to retain and upgrade existing customers and to identify, train, and sell to new customers. Our agents in Asia have begun to add subscriptions in areas we haven't seen before and we are beginning to see the same in Europe and South America in 2016, as those agents enter their second selling cycle. In May, we made the decision to return to managing the North American sales internally.
We partnered with the American Meat Science Association to launch a new journal Meat and Muscle Biology, to be launched in October 2016. This extends our reach into animal and meat science and will increase visits to the Digital Library.
The journal is open access.
We partnered with the American Society of Animal Science to launch a new journal Translational Animal Science, to be launched in October 2016. This extends our reach into animal and meat science and will increase visits to the Digital Library.
The journal is open access and will have an "Open Reviews" feature.
Agricultural and Environmental Letters. We launched our newest title in August, an open access title. Our first article was published in January of this year; as of September 30, there are 15 articles published. This is the first launch of a letters journal and will help us understand the dynamics of open access titles.
Advertising. In early 2015, we discontinued our relationship with our previous advertising sales representative and engaged Mohanna Sales Representatives to market and sell advertising across all our ad spaces, both in print and electronic formats. We have experienced a reduction in advertising revenue in 2016 as the new agency comes up to speed with our advertisers, but ultimately, we expect better performance and higher revenue.
Books. The books program continues to publish books developed by the joint ASA, CSSA, and SSSA Book Committee. The committee reviewed its strategic plan this year, and emphasized a continued focus on peer review and the publication of core and cutting edge books in our disciplines. There are 6 books currently in various stages of review and production, 7 in earlier stages of development, and 4 completed since last year, including a children's book funded with an ASA Reinvest grant, Agronomy-Grow with It! Staff reviewed printing options this year, evaluating our print-on-demand (POD) program and options for outsourcing printing on a royalty basis, and will maintain the POD workflow for now. A new online store will launch later this year. The book committee and staff extend special thanks the retiring chair, April Ulery, for her dedicated support of the book publishing program for many years in various capacities.
Data Sets. We began accepting a new manuscript type in 2015 -data set papers. ACSESS will assign DOIs to the datasets, ensuring that they include the necessary metadata to aid in discovery, and store them in the digital library, or an alternate repository for large sets, for long-term preservation. Author guidelines and guidelines for reviewers of data papers and the linked datasets are available.
Sales and Marketing Report-Tricia Newell
In 2016, Tricia Newell, who is in charge of all Sales and Marketing of the Digital Library and publications, continues to attend international meetings to promote AJ and the ACSESS Digital Library (DL). There is still a commitment in marketing society publications to universities, consortia, and corporations that specialize in agricultural and environmental sciences.
New this year, we created a second tier of the Digital Library for use by non-PhD or graduate programs at technical and community colleges. We know there is a market for our content for strictly teaching schools and plan to market our content to them more heavily in 2017.
Tricia continues to travel to conferences where a high concentration of Special Librarians and Research Library staff are in attendance. Also a stronger focus on promoting publishing with the Societies is being implemented. There continues to be discussions about adding content from related societies and publishers who have related journals to the DL. 
ACS321.1 JOURNAL Of eNviRONMeNtAL qUALitY EDITORIAL BOARD MINuTES
The JEQ Editorial Board Meeting was held on Wednesday, November 9, 2016, from 10 am to 12 pm in Phoenix, AZ.
Managing Editor's Report-Ann Edahl
Production. A summary of papers published, total pages, and article length for 2016 compared with previous volumes is presented in Table JEQ1 .
Submissions. Table JEQ2 shows the number of submissions in 2016 (January-October) and location of corresponding author.
Online Usage Statistics. Table JEQ3 shows the online usage statistics from January to October 2016. Impact Factor. See editor's report. New Items. In 2016, headquarters staff implemented a "Publish with Us" campaign. The goal is to raise awareness about our publications with annual meeting presenters and encourage them to publish their research in our journals and books. We shared the preliminary annual meeting program with the journal and book editors and editors-in-chief and encouraged them to share the information with their editorial boards so that they could contact presenters regarding potential special sections, symposiums, or book topics. We also communicated directly with meeting presenters regarding publishing with ACSESS. In addition, we created a "Why Publish with Us" webpage (https:// dl.sciencesocieties.org/why-publish). In 2017, we will collect data on where presenters are publishing and will continue our outreach to potential authors.
Authors may now choose between two open access licensing options:
• • Agricultural & Environmental Letters: We launched our newest title in August, an Open Access title. Our first article was published in January of this year; as of September 30, there are 15 articles published. This is the first launch of a letters journal and will help us understand the dynamics of Open Access titles.
• Advertising: In early 2015, we discontinued our relationship with our previous advertising sales representative and engaged Mohanna Sales Representatives to market and sell advertising across all our ad spaces, both in print and electronic formats. We have experienced a reduction in advertising revenue in 2016 as the new agency comes up to speed with our advertisers, but ultimately, we expect better performance and higher revenue.
• Books: The books program continues to publish books developed by the joint ASA, CSSA, and SSSA Book Committee. The committee reviewed its strategic plan this year, and emphasized a continued focus on peer review and the publication of core and cutting edge books in our disciplines. There are 6 books currently in various stages of review and production, 7 in earlier stages of development, and 4 completed since last year, including a children's book funded with an ASA Reinvest grant, Agronomy-Grow with It! Staff reviewed printing options this year, evaluating our print-on-demand (POD) program and options for outsourcing printing on a royalty basis, and will maintain the POD workflow for now. A new . This extends our reach into animal and meat science and will increase visits to the Digital Library. The journal is Open Access and will have an "Open Reviews" feature. online store will launch later this year. The book committee and staff extend special thanks the retiring chair, April Ulery, for her dedicated support of the book publishing program for many years in various capacities.
• Data Sets: We began accepting a new manuscript type in 2015-data set papers. ACSESS will assign DOIs to the datasets, ensuring that they include the necessary metadata to aid in discovery, and store them in the digital library, or an alternate repository for large sets, for long-term preservation. Author guidelines and guidelines for reviewers of data papers and the linked datasets are available.
Editor's Report-Ed gregorich
Editorial Board Update. The Associate Editors listed below will complete their terms at the end of the 2016. They have provided excellent oversight of manuscript reviews and conducted comprehensive reviews. The Technical Editors and I thank them for their hard work:
Qingguo Huang, Patryk Oleszczuk, Rebecca Phillips, Carlo Calfapietra, Paul DeLaune, Todd Skaggs, Barbara Cade-Menun, Jim Ippolito JEQ Best Paper Award. This is the second year for this award which was established to recognize outstanding scientific papers published in JEQ in the last 5 yr. A panel comprising the Technical Editors and me reviewed and evaluated a number of papers. We selected the best paper in terms of how the manuscript has advanced knowledge in environmental science, the effectiveness of communication, originality, and the scientific impact as measured by number of citations and downloads. A formal announcement was made at "Publishing for Your Sciences" (an ACSESS Event) in the Phoenix Convention Center. Monday, November 7.
JEQ's Impact Factor. The journal's impact factor has decreased from a high last year but still ranks in the top 30% of all environmental science journals. The large increase in impact factor in 2014 appears to be the result of a large number of citations of papers in a special collection on biochar. See Table JEQ4 .
Analysis of Submissions. See Tables JEQ5 and JEQ6 Summary of Papers by Category to Show Trends in Current Topics. See Table JEQ7 .
Special Collections of Papers in JEQ (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) (2016) Environmental Biogeochemistry (Ganga M. Hettiarachchi, Erica Donner, and Emmanuel Doelsch) Developing New Special Collections of Papers. Some of the most highly cited/downloaded papers in JEQ are in special collections; hence they are important to the journal. I encourage you to consider suggesting or leading the organization of a special collection, especially if you are participating in or attending a scientific meeting, symposium or workshop in your area of expertise. Please forward your ideas and suggestions to me.
Increasing the Visibility and Promoting JEQ Articles. Improving the visibility of JEQ articles will raise awareness of environmental science and our scientific disciplines. Science Communications Editor Laura Christianson is in charge of overseeing which JEQ papers to publicize to the general public or scientific community. There is a feature in Manuscript Central that appears on the dashboard at the final recommendation stage. It allows you to flag an article for promotion when you make a final decision. It is here that you can add a few sentences Table JEQ4 . JEQ Impact Factor (2010 -2015 jeq-reviewer-guidelines.pdf and you should remind your reviewers to look them over, especially those that have recently been recruited.
Quality of Manuscripts.
Reviewing and Having Good Oversight on the Quality of Abstracts. The quality of abstracts is not consistent across all papers published in JEQ. It is important to carefully review/ edit abstracts, particularly to ensure that they contain all the necessary elements (i.e., Rationale, Objectives, Methods, Results, Conclusions). There is a short message on your dashboard in the Comments to the Author box that will serve as a reminder to scrutinize the abstracts to ensure quality and consistency. How you implement the oversight of this is up to you: you can work with your reviewers to suggest revisions to the author, or you can do this directly with the authors yourself.
Core Ideas. The author provides these when submitting an article to JEQ through Manuscript Central. They consist of to describe the importance of the research and why the paper should be promoted.
JEQ has a Twitter account (@jenvironqual). Follow JEQ if you're on Twitter and please retweet messages. Also, send your ideas and comments about articles or scientific issues in JEQ to Ann Edahl to tweet and/or post on Facebook.
Manuscript Reviews.
Reviewers-How to Find Them.
Finding suitable reviewers can be difficult sometime and I often hear from AEs who invite a number of reviewers but no one accepts. This can cause long delays in the review process. Contact the TE or me after asking 5 individuals to review a paper without success; we will help you find reviewers.
Reviewers-Their Role in the Evaluation Process. The role of a reviewer is not to focus on accepting/rejecting the paper but to give a full critique of the science. JEQ reviewer instructions are found here: https://dl.sciencesocieties.org/files/publications/ 26, 2016 . Data are preliminary and will change as the remaining papers work through the system, particularly the days to release and days to final decision.
3-5 bullet point statements that are important findings in the article. Each bullet statement should be less than 85 characters. Unfortunately, there's no way for us to limit the author to a character count in this section in Manuscript Central. Therefore the core ideas should be vetted and reviewed so please watch for these and remind your reviewers to read and evaluate them.
Manuscript Plagiarism Score. This is available for every manuscript and appears on your dashboard on the Manuscript Information tab. The score is expressed as a percent and the 'originality report' will highlight text that is similar to text in other documents. It is a good idea to look at the originality report if the score is greater than about 25%.
Contact Information for JEQ. Ann Edahl, managing editor (aedahl@sciencesocieties.org); Bill Cook, director of publications (bcook@sciencesocieties. org); Brett Holte, submissions manager (bholte@sciencesoci-eties.org); Tricia Newell publications marketing coordinator (tnewell@sciencesocieties.org).
Acknowledgments. The success of JEQ in producing important and timely scientific articles is due to the conscientious and diligent efforts of the JEQ Technical Editors, Associate Editors, and ASA-CSSA-SSSA staff. I thank the members of the JEQ Editorial Board and ASA-CSSA-SSSA staff for their efforts in maintaining rigorous standards for evaluating, reviewing and editing manuscripts.
-Ed Gregorich, editor, and Ann Edahl, managing editor
A335.1 NAtURAL ScieNceS edUcAtiON EDITORIAL BOARD
The Natural Sciences Education Editorial Board communicated via email on 29 Nov. 2016.
Managing Editor's Report-Susan Ernst
Production Summary. Production of Volume 45 (2016) of NSE is complete. A summary of papers published, total pages, and average length per article for recent years is shown in Table NSE1 . Submissions statistics for 2016 compared with the previous years is shown in Table NSE2 , and submission by paper type is shown in Table NSE3 . See Table NSE4 for information regarding usage numbers.
Cooperators. Thank you to Ken Barbarick, NSE editor; the entire editorial board; Danielle Lynch, publications systems assistant; Brett Holte, submissions manager, Janet Riley, billing, and Keith Lovejoy, reprints.
Promotion and PR summary. Tracy Hmielowski is the Features Editor who works with the Publications Department to promote journal and magazine content. We have been working all year with a group of Science Communications Editors (Ken is the SCE for NSE), who help us identify journal articles of particular quality, significance, and impact; we then "promote" the research in these articles to our members, readers and authors, and to wider audiences of scientists through several outlets, including our magazines, websites, social media channels, and press releases.
Article promotion in the magazines (CSA News and Crops & Soils) includes the cover and feature stories, highlights, and short summaries (see definitions in table footnote below). In general, all of the CSA News content promoting research is also posted to our Digital Library (DL) News site and subsequently posted to social media accounts (Facebook/Twitter). Select features from Crops & Soils are also be posted to the DL News and social media. Much of this content is developed from recommendations provided by the journal Science Communication Editors (SCEs)/Editors. See Table NSE5 for a summary of article promotion during 2016.
Cover and feature stories -1,500+ words, typically cover multiple papers or perspective of several members.
Recommendations for promotion can be used to develop a wide range of content for different audiences. The flowchart in Fig. NSE1 provides a simple overview of how recommendations are used.
If you have any questions about the information provided here, please contact Tracy Hmielowski (thmielowski@ sciencesocieities.org).
Journal content was also promoted to the general public through our Science Communication Department as web stories. Questions regarding these stories can be directed to your journal's SCE or Susan Fisk, Public & Science Communication Director (sfisk@sciencesocieties.org).
Sales and Marketing Report. In 2016, Tricia Newell, who is in charge of all Sales and Marketing of the Digital Library and publications, continues to attend international meetings to promote NSE and the ACSESS Digital Library (DL). There is still a commitment in marketing society publications to universities, consortia, and corporations that specialize in agricultural and environmental sciences.
Tricia continues to travel to conferences where a high concentration of Special Librarians and Research Library staff are in attendance. Also a stronger focus on promoting publishing We now have representatives across the globe working on our behalf to retain and upgrade existing customers and to identify, train, and sell to new customers. Our agents in Asia have begun to add subscriptions in areas we haven't seen before and we are beginning to see the same in Europe and South America in 2016, as those agents enter their second selling cycle. In May, we made the decision to return to managing the North American sales internally.
Agricultural and Environmental Letters: We launched our newest title in August, an open access title. Our first article was published in January of this year; as of September 30, there are 15 articles published. This is the first launch of a letters journal and will help us understand the dynamics of open access titles.
Advertising: In early 2015, we discontinued our relationship with our previous advertising sales representative and engaged Mohanna Sales Representatives to market and sell advertising across all our ad spaces, both in print and electronic formats. We have experienced a reduction in advertising revenue in 2016 with the Societies is being implemented. There continues to be discussions about adding content from related societies and publishers who have related journals to the DL. Look for poster boards at the annual meeting with a "thank you" to the journal editorial board members who are finishing terms at the end of this year. The lists are a way to recognize the time and important contributions the editorial board makes to the journal, our profession, and our science. as the new agency comes up to speed with our advertisers, but ultimately, we expect better performance and higher revenue.
Books: The books program continues to publish books developed by the joint ASA, CSSA, and SSSA Book Committee. The committee reviewed its strategic plan this year, and emphasized a continued focus on peer review and the publication of core and cutting edge books in our disciplines. There are 6 books currently in various stages of review and production, 7 in earlier stages of development, and 4 completed since last year, including a children's book funded with an ASA Reinvest grant, Agronomy-Grow with It! Staff reviewed printing options this year, evaluating our print-on-demand (POD) program and options for outsourcing printing on a royalty basis, and will maintain the POD workflow for now. A new online store will launch later this year. The book committee and staff extend special thanks the retiring chair, April Ulery, for her dedicated support of the book publishing program for many years in various capacities.
Data Sets: We began accepting a new manuscript type in 2015 -data set papers. ACSESS will assign DOIs to the datasets, ensuring that they include the necessary metadata to aid in discovery, and store them in the digital library, or an alternate repository for large sets, for long-term preservation. Author guidelines and guidelines for reviewers of data papers and the linked datasets are available.
Other Items
(1) In 2016, headquarters staff implemented a "Publish with Us" campaign. The goal is to raise awareness about our publications with annual meeting presenters and encourage them to publish their research in our journals and books. We shared the preliminary annual meeting program with the journal and book editors and editors-in-chief and encouraged them to share the information with their editorial boards so that they could contact presenters regarding potential special sections, symposia, or book topics. We also communicated directly with meeting presenters regarding publishing with ACSESS. In addition, we created a "Why Publish with Us" webpage (https://dl.sciencesocieties.org/why-publish). In 2017, we will collect data on where presenters are publishing and will continue our outreach to potential authors.
( 
